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Abstract—Information-driven control can be used to develop intelligent sensors that can optimize their measurement value based on

environmental feedback. In object tracking applications, sensor actions are chosen based on the expected reduction in uncertainty also

known as information gain. Random finite set (RFS) theory provides a formalism for quantifying and estimating information gain in

multi-object tracking problems. However, estimating information gain in these applications remains computationally challenging.

This paper presents a new tractable approximation of the RFS expected information gain applicable to sensor control for multi-object

search and tracking. Unlike existing RFS approaches, the information gain approximation presented in this paper considers the

contributions of non-ideal noisy measurements, missed detections, false alarms, and object appearance/disappearance.

The effectiveness of the information-driven sensor control is demonstrated through two multi-vehicle search-while-tracking

experiments using real video data from remote terrestrial and satellite sensors.

Index Terms—Sensor control, information gain, multi-object tracking, random finite set, cell multi-Bernoulli, bounded field-of-view,

Kullback-Leibler divergence

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MANY modern multi-object tracking applications involve
mobile and reconfigurable sensors able to control the

position and orientation of their field-of-view (FoV) in order
to expand their operational tracking capacity and improve
state estimation accuracy when compared to fixed sensor
systems. By incorporating active sensor control in these
dynamic tracking systems, the sensor can autonomously
make decisions that produce observations with the highest
information content based on prior knowledge and sensor
measurements [1], [2], [3]. Also, the sensor FoV is able to
move and cover large regions of interest, potentially for pro-
longed periods of time. By expanding the autonomy and

operability of sensors, however, several new challenges are
introduced. As the sensor moves and reconfigures itself, the
number of objects inside the FoV changes over time. Also,
both the number of objects and the objects’ states are
unknown, time-varying, and subject to significant measure-
ment errors. As a result, existing tracking algorithms and
information gain functions (e.g., [1], [2], [3]) that assume a
known number of objects and known data association are
either inapplicable or significantly degrade in performance
due to measurement noise, object maneuvers, missed/spu-
rious detections, and unknown measurement origin.

Through the use of random finite set (RFS) theory, this
paper formulates the multi-object information-driven con-
trol problem as a partially-observed Markov decision pro-
cess (POMDP). Sensor actions can then be decided to
maximize the expected information gain conditioned on a
probabilistic information state. Information-theoretic func-
tionals, such as expected entropy reduction (EER) [4], [5],
Cauchy-Schwarz Divergence (CSD) [6], [7], Kullback-Lei-
bler divergence (KLD) [8], and R�enyi divergence [9], [10],
have been successfully used to represent sensing objectives,
such as detection, classification, identification, and tracking,
circumventing exhaustive enumeration of all possible out-
comes. However, RFS-based information-theoretic sensor
control policies remain computationally challenging. Alter-
natively, they require simplifying assumptions that limit
their applicability to vision-based search-while-tracking
(SWT) systems. Tractable solutions to date employ the so-
called predicted ideal measurement set (PIMS) approxima-
tion [11], by which sensor actions are selected based on ideal
measurements with no measurement noise, false alarms, or
missed detections. This paper presents a new computation-
ally tractable higher-order approximation called the cell
multi-Bernoulli (cell-MB) approximation for a restricted
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class of multi-object information gain functions satisfying
cell-additivity constraints. Unlike existing approximation
methods, the cell-MB approximation accounts for higher-
order effects due to false alarms, missed detections, and
non-Gaussian object probability distributions.

The cell-MB approximation and KLD information gain
function presented in this paper also account for both dis-
covered and undiscovered objects by enabling the efficient
computation of the RFS expectation operation. In particular,
a partially piecewise homogeneous Poisson process is used
to model undiscovered objects efficiently over space and
time, including in challenging settings in which objects are
diffusely distributed over a large geographic region. Prior
work in [12] established a multi-agent probability hypothe-
sis density (PHD)-based path planning algorithm aimed at
maximizing the detection of relatively static objects. In [13],
the exploration/exploitation problem was addressed by
establishing an information-theoretic uncertainty threshold
for triggering pre-planned search modalities. The occu-
pancy grid approach in [14] was successfully implemented
for tracking and discovering objects with identity-tagged
observations. A unified search and track solution was also
proposed in [15] based on Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture
(PMBM) priors and a non-information-theoretic reward.
However, these existing methods all rely on the PIMS
approximation and, therefore, neglect the contribution of
non-ideal measurements in the prediction of information
gain. Preliminary results of this work were reported in [16].

The new RFS information-driven approach presented in
this paper derives a cell-MB approximation of the RFS infor-
mation gain expectation that accounts for non-ideal measure-
ments. A new KLD function is shown to be cell-additive and
employed to represent information gain for discovered and
undiscovered objects and, subsequently, is approximated
efficiently using the cell-MB decomposition. The effective-
ness of this new approach is demonstrated using real video
data in two distinct and challenging tracking applications
involving multiple closely-spaced ground and marine
vehiclesmaneuvering in a cluttered and remote environment.
The proposed approach is demonstrated by tracking and
maintaining discovered vehicles using an optical sensor with
a bounded FoV, while simultaneously searching for and dis-
covering newvehicles as they enter the surveillance region.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

This paper considers an online SWT problem involving a
single sensor with a bounded and mobile FoV that can be
manipulated by an automatic controller, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The sensor objective is to discover and track multiple
unidentified moving objects in a region of interest (ROI)
that far exceeds the size of the FoV. The objects are charac-
terized by partially hidden states and are subject to
unknown random inputs, such as driver commands, and
may leave and enter the ROI at any time. The sensor control
inputs are to be optimized at every time step in order to
maximize the expected reduction in track uncertainty, as
well as the overall state estimation performance.

The number of objects is unknown a priori and changes
over time because objects enter and exit the surveillance
region as well as, potentially, the sensor FoV. Let Nk denote

the number of objects present in the surveillance regionW at
time tk. The multi-object state Xk is the collection of Nk sin-
gle-object states at time tk and is expressed as the finite set

Xk ¼ fxk;1; . . . ; xk;Nk
g 2 FðXÞ (1)

where xk;i is the ith element ofXk and FðXÞ denotes the col-
lection of all finite subsets of the object state space X.
Throughout this paper, single-object states are represented
by lowercase letters, while multi-object states are repre-
sented by finite sets and denoted by italic uppercase letters.
Bold lowercase letters are used to denote vectors. Spaces are
represented by blackboard bold symbols, where N‘ denotes
the set of natural numbers

N‘ , f1; . . . ; ‘g (2)

The multi-object measurement is the collection of Mk sin-
gle-object measurements at time tk and is expressed as the set

Zk ¼ fzk;1; . . . ; zk;Mk
g 2 FðZÞ (3)

where Z denotes the measurement space. The sensor resolu-
tion is such that single-object detections zk;i are represented
by points, e.g., a centroidal pixel, with no additional classifi-
cation-quality information. Because detections contain no
identifying labels or features, the association between tracked
objects and incomingmeasurement data is unknown.

Often in tracking, object detection may depend only a
partial state s 2 Xs � Rns , where Xs �Xv ¼ X � Rnx forms
the full object state space. For example, the instantaneous
ability of a sensor to detect an object may depend only on
the object’s relative position. In that case, Xs is the position
space, and Xv is composed of non-position states, such as
object velocity. This nomenclature is adopted throughout

Fig. 1. Conceptual image of multi-object search-while-tracking,
wherein the sensor field-of-view S is controlled to maximize the cell
multi-Bernoulli approximated information gain.
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the paper while noting that the approach is applicable to
other state definitions.

The sensor FoV is defined as a compact subset Sk � Xs:
Then, object detection is assumed to be random and charac-
terized by the probability function

pD;kðxk;SkÞ ¼ 1SkðskÞ � pD;kðskÞ (4)

where 1SkðskÞ is the indicator function and where the single-
argument function pD;kðskÞ is the probability of object detec-
tion for an unbounded FoV. When an object is detected, a
noisy measurement of its state xk is produced according to
the likelihood function

zk � gkðzkjxkÞ (5)

where zk 2 Z. In addition to detections originating from
true objects, the sensor produces extraneous measurements
due to random phenomena, which are referred to as clutter
or false alarms. Each resolution cell (e.g., a pixel) of the sen-
sor image plane is equally likely to produce a false alarm,
and thus, the clutter process is modeled as a Poisson RFS
process with PHD kc;kðzÞ [17]. Further discussion on Poisson
RFSs and the PHD function can be found in Section 3.1.

Let uk 2 Uk denote the sensor control inputs that,
through actuation, determine the position of the sensor FoV
at time tk, Sk, where Uk is the set of all admissible controls.
The control uk influences both the FoV geometry, Sk, and
the sensor measurements, Zk, due to varying object visibil-
ity. Because in many modern applications the surveillance
regionW is much larger than the sensor FoV, only a fraction
of the total object population can be observed at any given
time. Therefore, given the admissible control inputs Uk, let
the field-of-regard (FoR) be defined as

T k ,
[

uk2Uk

SkðukÞ (6)

and represent the composite of regions that the sensor can
potentially cover (although not simultaneously) at the next
time step.

Then, the sensor control problem can be formulated as an
RFS POMDP [9], [18], [19], that includes a partially- and nois-
ily-observed stateXk, a known initial distribution of the state
f0ðX0Þ, a probabilistic transition model fkjk�1ðXkjXk�1Þ, a set
of admissible control actionsUk, and a rewardRk associated
with each control action. At every time k, an RFSmulti-object
tracker provides the prior fkjk�1ðXkjZ0:k�1Þ and the sensor
control input is chosen so as to maximize the expected infor-
mation gain, or,

u	k ¼ argmax
uk2Uk

E RkðZk; Sk; fkjk�1ðXkjZ0:k�1Þ; u0:k�1Þ
� �� �

(7)

where E½�
 is the expectation operator and the functional
dependence of Zk and Sk on uk is omitted for brevity here but
is described in [20]. In this paper,Rk is taken to be an informa-
tion gain function, while noting that the presented results are
more broadly applicable to any integrable reward function
satisfying the cell-additivity constraint defined in Section 4.

A computationally tractable approximation of the expected
informationgain in (7) is derivedusing the newcell-MBapprox-
imation presented in Section 4. Based on this approximation, a

new sensor control policy for SWT applications is obtained in
Section 5 using a dual information gain function. Thedual infor-
mation gain formulation treats discovered and undiscovered
objects as separate processes, modeling undiscovered objects as
a partially piecewise homogeneous Poisson process. By this
approach, a computationally efficient sensor controller is devel-
oped for SWTover potentially large geographic regions.

3 BACKGROUND ON RANDOM FINITE SETS

RFS theory is a powerful framework for solvingmulti-sensor
multi-object information fusion problems. In essence, RFS
theory establishes multi-object analogs to random variables,
density functions, moments, and other statistics, such that
multi-object problems can be solved in a top-down fashion
and with theoretic guarantees. For readers unfamiliar with
RFS theory, [21] provides a gentle introduction to the subject,
while [20], [22] provide a comprehensive treatment.

An RFS X is a random variable that takes values on
FðXÞ. A labeled random finite set (LRFS) X ̊ is a random
variable that takes values on FðX�LÞ, where L is a dis-
crete label space. Both RFS and LRFS distributions can be
described by set density functions, as established by
Mahler’s finite set statistics (FISST) [20], [22]. This section
reviews key RFS concepts and notation for the Poisson RFS,
multi-Bernoulli (MB) RFS, and generalized labeled multi-
Bernoulli (GLMB) LRFS distributions used in this paper.

3.1 Poisson RFS

The Poisson RFS is fundamental to RFS multi-object track-
ing due to its desirable mathematical properties and its
usage in modeling false alarm and birth processes. For
example, the popular PHD filter is derived from the
assumption that the multi-object state is governed by a Pois-
son RFS process, which, in turn, leads to a computationally
efficient tracking algorithm [23], [24], [25].

The density of a Poisson-distributed RFSX is

fðXÞ ¼ e�NX ½D
X (8)

where NX is the object cardinality mean, and DðxÞ is the
PHD, or intensity function, of X, which is defined on the
single-object spaceX. For brevity, the multi-object exponen-
tial notation,

hA ,
Y
a2A

hðaÞ (9)

where h; , 1, is adopted throughout. For multivariate func-
tions, the dot “ � ” denotes the argument of the multi-object
exponential, e.g.,:

½gða; �; cÞ
B ,
Y
b2B

gða; b; cÞ (10)

The PHD is an important statistic in RFS theory as its
integral over a set T � X gives the expected number of
objects in that set:

E½ jX \ T j 
 ¼
Z
T

DðxÞdx (11)

The PHD of a general RFS X is given in terms of its set den-
sity fðXÞ as [23]
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DðxÞ ¼
Z

fðfxg [X0ÞdX0 (12)

The integral in (12) is a set integral, defined as

Z
fðXÞdX ,

X1
n¼0

1

n!

Z
fðfx1; . . . ; xngÞdx1 � � � dxn (13)

The set integral is a fundamental construct of RFS theory
and enables the direct translation of the Bayes’ filter recur-
sion to the multi-object setting, as shown in [22] and dis-
cussed in Section 3.4. Set integration via (13) also presents
practical challenges, as exact computation is rarely possible
due to the infinite summation of nested multivariate inte-
grals required. This challenge is a key motivation of the trac-
table cell-MB approximation introduced in Section 4.

3.2 Multi-Bernoulli RFS

In an MB distribution, a given object’s existence is modeled
as a Bernoulli random variable and specified by a probabil-
ity of existence. As such, the MB RFS can accurately model
a variety of multi-object processes when the true existence
of objects is unknown and subject to change. The density of
an MB distribution is [20, p. 102]

fðXÞ ¼ 1� rð�Þ
h iNM X

1�i1 6¼���6¼in�M

rið�Þpið�Þ ðxð�ÞÞ
1� rið�Þ

" #Nn

(14)

where n ¼ jXj, M is the number of MB components and
maximum possible object cardinality, ri is the probability
that the ith object exists, and piðxÞ is the single-object state
probability density of the ith object if it exists. Given an MB
distribution with density (14), its PHD is given by

DðxÞ ¼
XM
j¼1

rjpjðxÞ (15)

3.3 GLMB RFS

The density of a GLMB distribution proposed in [26] is
given by

̊fðX ̊Þ ¼ DðX ̊Þ
X
�2X

wð�ÞðLðX ̊ÞÞ½pð�Þ
X
̊
; (16)

where X is a discrete space, and where each � 2 X represents
a history of measurement association maps, each pð�Þð�; ‘Þ is
a probability density on X, and each weight wð�Þ is non-neg-
ative with X

ðI;�Þ2FðLÞ�X
wð�ÞðIÞ ¼ 1

The label of a labeled state x ̊ is recovered by Lðx ̊Þ, where L :
X�L 7! L is the projection defined by Lððxxxxxxx; ‘ÞÞ , ‘. Simi-
larly, for LRFSs, LðX ̊Þ , fLðx ̊Þ : x ̊ 2 X ̊g. The distinct label
indicator DðX ̊Þ ¼ dðjX ̊jÞðjLðX ̊ÞjÞ ensures that only sets with
distinct labels are considered.

3.4 Multi-Object Filtering

Online estimation of the multi-object state is performed
using the data-driven GLMB filter, which provides the

Bayes-optimal solution of the measurement-driven Bayes
filter recursion [27]:

̊fpðXp̊;kjZ0:k�1Þ ¼
Z

̊fðXp̊;kjXk̊�1Þ ̊fðXk̊�1jZ0:k�1ÞdX ̊
k�1 (17)

̊fðXk̊jZ0:kÞ ¼
gðZkjXk̊Þ ̊fpðXp̊;kjZ0:k�1Þ ̊fbðXb̊;kÞR
gðZkjX ̊Þ ̊fpðXp̊;kjZ0:k�1Þ ̊fbðXb̊;kÞdX ̊

(18)

The function time indices have been suppressed for brevity,
and ̊fp;kðXp̊;kÞ and ̊fb;kðXb̊;kÞ denote the density of persisting
and birth objects, respectively, where the joint state Xk̊ ¼
Xp̊;k [X ̊

b;k. The accent “8” is used to distinguish labeled
states and functions from their unlabeled equivalents,
where a state’s label is simply a unique number or tuple to
distinguish it from the states of other objects and associate
track estimates over time. ̊fkjk�1ðXp̊;kjX ̊

k�1Þ is the multi-
object transition density, gkðZkjXk̊Þ is the multi-object mea-
surement likelihood function, and gk is used to denote both
the single-object and multi-object measurement likelihood
function. The nature of the likelihood function can be easily
determined from its arguments.

3.5 Kullback-Leibler Divergence

Like single-object distributions, the similarity of RFS distri-
butions may be measured by the KLD. Let f1 and f0 be inte-
grable set densities where f1 is absolutely continuous with
respect to f0. Then, the KLD is [8, p. 206]

Iðf1; f0Þ ¼
Z

f1ðY Þlog
f1ðY Þ
f0ðY Þ

� �
dY (19)

Further simplification is possible if f0 and f1 are Poisson
with respective PHDsD0 andD1, in which case

Iðf1; f0Þ ¼ N0 �N1 þ
Z

D1ðyÞ � log
D1ðyÞ
D0ðyÞ

� �
dy (20)

where N0 ¼
R
D0ðyÞdy and N1 ¼

R
D1ðyÞdy. Importantly,

when f0 and f1 represent prior and posterior densities,
respectively, the KLD is a measure of information gain. By
formulating control policies based on RFS divergence meas-
ures, the complicated effects of spatial uncertainty, false
alarms, missed detections, existence uncertainty, and object
appearance/disappearance are elegantly captured in a com-
pact and abstract objective, as depicted in Fig. 2 and
described in the following section.

4 INFORMATION-DRIVEN CONTROL

The objective of information-driven control is to maximize
the value of the information gained by future measurements
before they are known to the sensor. The expected informa-
tion gain, therefore, can be obtained by marginalizing over
the set Zk, using an available measurement model. Then,
the expected information gain obtained at the next time step
can be obtained from the set integral

E½Rk
 ¼
Z
RkðZk; �ÞfðZkÞdZk (21)

where fðZkÞ is the predicted measurement density condi-
tioned on past measurements. In general, direct evaluation of
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(21) is computationally intractable due to the infinite summa-
tion of nested single-object integrals (see (13)). Furthermore,
each integrand evaluation encompasses a multi-object filter
update and subsequent divergence computation. As such,
principled approximations are needed for tractable computa-
tion of the expected information gain.

4.1 The Cell-MB Distribution

A new approximation of RFS density functions is presented
in this section and then used to obtain the information gain
expectation. This approach, referred to hereon as the cell-
MB approach, approximates an arbitrary measurement den-
sity as an MB density with existence probabilities and
single-object densities derived from a cell decomposition of
the measurement space.

Definition 1. Consider the decomposition of the space Y into P
disjoint subspaces, or cells, as

Y ¼Y
1

] � � � ] Y
P

(22)

Given the cell decomposition (22), the RFS

Y ¼ fy1; . . . ; yng

is considered to be cell-MB if it is distributed according to the
density

fðY Þ ¼ DðY;YÞ 1� rð�Þ
h iNP

�
X

1�j1 6¼���6¼jn�P

rjð�Þpjð�Þ ðyð�ÞÞ
1� rjð�Þ

" #Nn

(23)

where

DðY;YÞ , 1 jY \
j

Yj � 18 j 2 f1; . . . ; Pg
0 otherwise

(
(24)

and Z
j

Y
pjðyÞdy ¼ 1; j ¼ 1; . . . ; P (25)

Note that the cell-MB distribution is a special case of the MB
distribution in which the probability of more than one object
occupying the same cell is zero.

In [28], a collection of Bernoulli distributions was defined
over an occupancy grid by integration of the PHD for
dynamic map estimation applications. Inspired by [28], in
this paper, a general cell-MB approximation is developed
for an arbitrary density and appropriate cell decomposition.
The following proposition shows that the best cell-MB
approximation, as defined by KLD minimization, has a
matching PHD and cell weights equal to the expected num-
ber of objects in each cell.

Proposition 1. Let fðY Þ be an arbitrary set density with PHD

DðyÞ andY
1

] � � � ] Y
P

be a cell decomposition of spaceY such thatZ
j

Y
DðyÞdy � 1; j ¼ 1; . . . ; P (26)

If �fðY Þ is a cell-MB distribution over the same cell decomposi-
tion with parameters frj; pjgPj¼1, the KLD between fðY Þ and
�fðY Þ is minimized by parameters

rj ¼
Z

1 j

Y
ðyÞDðyÞdy (27)

pjðyÞ ¼ 1

rj
1 j

Y
ðyÞDðyÞ (28)

The proof is provided in Appendix A, available online. An
example 2� 4 cell decomposition and corresponding cell-MB
approximation is shown in Fig. 3 for illustration. As shown,
the cell-MB approximation has a matching PHD surface, but
within each cell j, the spatial density pjðyÞ is confined to the

cell support
j

Y. When applied to the predicted measure-
ment density, the cell-MB approximation results in a
simplified multi-object expectation for a restricted class
of information gain functions, as described in the follow-
ing subsection.

4.2 Information Gain Expectation: Cell-MB

In order to reduce the computational complexity associated
with the set integral in (21), this subsection shows that the
multi-object information gain expectation simplifies to a
finite sum involving only single-object integrals, assuming
the measurement is cell-MB distributed and the information
gain function in (21) is cell-additive, as defined in this
subsection.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of important SWT considerations that
are elegantly encapsulated in a compact and abstract RFS information
gain function.

Fig. 3. The PHD of an RFS distribution fðY Þ (top) and its cell-MB approx-
imation (bottom), where each cell j has a corresponding probability of
existence rj and spatial density pjðyÞ.
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Given the FoV S � Xs, let

j

S , S \
j

Xs
(29)

Furthermore, assume that position state cells do not overlap

at the FoV bounds, such that each position state cell
j

Xs is

either wholly included in or wholly excluded by S:

j

Xs n
j

S ¼ ; 8
j

S 6¼ ; (30)

This assumption is without loss of generality, as any viola-

tion is resolved by subdividing a cell
j

Xs into two new cells
j

Xs \
j

S and
j

Xs n
j

S. Then, the cell-additivity condition can

be defined as follows.

Definition 2. Given a decompositionZ
1

] � � � ] Z
P

of spaceZ, the
information gain functionRkð�Þ is cell-additive if

RkðZk;SkÞ ¼
XP
j¼1
RkðZk \

j

Z;
j

SkÞ (31)

Theorem 1. LetZk be distributed according to the cell-MB density
fðZkÞwith parameters frj; pjgPj¼1 and the cell decomposition

Z ¼Z
1

] � � � ] Z
P

(32)

If the information gain function Rkð�Þ is integrable and cell-
additive (Def. 2), then the expected information gain is

E½Rk
 ¼
XP
j¼1
Rkð;;

j

SkÞ 1� rj
� 	

þ R̂j
z;k � rj (33)

where

R̂j
z;k ,

Z
j

Z
Rkðfzg;

j

SkÞpjðzÞdz (34)

Proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix B, available in the
online supplemental material.

Remark: In (31), (33), and (34), the auxiliary information
gain arguments are suppressed for brevity and to highlight
the structure of the cell-MB approximation.

The remainder of this paper considers information gain
functions satisfying the cell-additivity constraint of (31),
such as the PHD filter update based KLD information gain.
Note that adopting the PHD filter for estimating the infor-
mation gain does not require using it for multi-object track-
ing. Given an arbitrary RFS prior density fkjk�1ðXÞ and its
PHD Dkjk�1ðxÞ, the PHD filter update based (hereon abbre-
viated as “PHD-based”) KLD information gain is

RkðZ;S; Dkjk�1Þ ¼
Z
X
Dkjk�1ðxÞ

� f1� LZðx;SÞ þ LZðx;SÞlog ½LZðx;SÞ
gdx (35)

where the pseudo-likelihood function

LZðx;SÞ ¼ 1� pDðx;SÞ

þ
X
z2Z

pDðx;SÞ � gðzjxÞ
kcðzÞ þ

R
pDðx;SÞgðzjxÞDkjk�1ðxÞdx

(36)

is adopted from [20, p. 193]. The following proposition
establishes that (35) is cell-additive for appropriate cell
decompositions.

Proposition 2. Assume there exists a joint decomposition

Z ¼Z
1

] � � � ] Z
P

; X ¼X
1

] � � � ] X
P

(37)

such that (30) is satisfied, and assume that an object in cell
j

X

can only generate measurements within its corresponding mea-

surement cell
j

Z; i.e.,:

Dkjk�1ðxÞgkðzjxÞ ¼ 0 8 x 2
j

X; z 2Z;
j0

j 6¼ j0 (38)

Then, the PHD-based KLD is cell-additive:

RkðZ;S; Dkjk�1Þ ¼
XP
j¼1
RkðZ \

j

Z;
j

S; Dkjk�1Þ (39)

Proof of Proposition 2 is provided in Appendix C, avail-
able in the online supplemental material. Proposition 2
establishes that for appropriate cell decompositions, the
PHD-based KLD for a given FoV is equivalent to the sum of
PHD-based KLD information gains for smaller “virtual”
FoVs. Perfect cell-additivity requires satisfying (38), which,

in turn, implies that an object in cell X
i

does not generate a

measurement in
j

Z for i 6¼ j. In general, violations of (38) are
tolerable and result in approximation errors that are negligi-
ble in comparison to the stochastic variations in the actual
information gain. Furthermore, these simplifying assump-
tions need not be satisfied by the multi-object tracker.

The cell-MB approximation accounts for the potential
information gain of non-ideal measurements, which may
include missed detections, clutter, and measurements origi-
nating from new objects. The latter case is particularly
important for the search of undiscovered objects, as is
shown in the following section.

5 SEARCH-WHILE-TRACKING SENSOR CONTROL

This section presents a dual information gain function and
associated sensor control policy that takes into account both
discovered and undiscovered objects. The information gain
function proposed in Section 5.1 balances the competing
objectives of object search and tracking by means of a uni-
fied information-theoretic framework. Sections 5.2 and 5.3
derive the expected information gain functions for discov-
ered and undiscovered objects, respectively, the combina-
tion of which is maximized by the sensor control policy in
Section 5.4. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 describe multi-object filters
for recursive estimation of the undiscovered and discovered
object densities, respectively, and the overall SWT algo-
rithm is summarized in Section 5.7.

5.1 Dual Information Gain Function

Separate density parameterizations for discovered and
undiscovered objects are employed such that their unique
characteristics may be leveraged for computational effi-
ciency. Let Xu;k 2 FðXÞ be the state of objects that were not
detected during steps 0; . . . ; k� 1 and Xd;k 2 FðXÞ be the
state of objects detected prior to k. Denote by Zu;k, Zd;k, and
Zc;k the detections generated by Xu;k, Xd;k, and clutter,
respectively. Let Vk , Zd;k [ Zc;k and Wk , Zu;k [ Zc;k. Then,
the sensor control policy is defined in terms of the dual
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information gain as

u	k ¼ argmax
uk2Uk



E½Rd

kðVk;SkðukÞÞ


þ E½Ru
kðWk;SkðukÞÞ


�
(40)

where
Rd

kð�; �Þ ¼ Rkð�; �; Dd;kjk�1Þ (41)

Ru
kð�; �Þ ¼ Rkð�; �; Du;kjk�1Þ (42)

are used for brevity, and Dd;kjk�1 and Du;kjk�1 are the prior
PHDs of discovered and undiscovered objects, respectively.
The individual information gain expectations for discovered
and undiscovered objects are derived in the following
subsections.

5.2 Expected Information Gain of Discovered
Objects

If fkjk�1ðVkÞ is cell-MB with parameters frjv; pjvg
P
j¼1, then from

Theorem 1 it follows that

E½Rd
k
 ¼

XP
j¼1
Rd

kð;;
j

SkÞ 1� rjv
� 	

þ R̂d;j
v;kð

j

SkÞ � rjv (43)

where

R̂d;j
v;kð

j

SÞ ,
Z

j

Z
Rd

kðfzg;
j

SÞpjvðzÞdz (44)

rjvðSÞ ¼
Z

1 j

Z
ðzÞDv;kjk�1ðz;SÞdz (45)

pjvðz;SÞ ¼
1

rjv
1 j

Z
ðzÞDv;kjk�1ðz;SÞ (46)

The multi-object tracker provides the prior GLMB density
̊fp;kjk�1ðXp̊;kjZ0:k�1Þ, from which the discovered object PHD

is obtained as

Dd;kjk�1ðxÞ ¼
X

ðI;�Þ2FðLÞ�X

X
‘2I

wð�ÞðIÞpð�Þðx; ‘Þ (47)

The PHD Dv;kjk�1 can be obtained from the predicted mea-
surement density fkjk�1ðVkÞ through application of (12).
From the prior GLMB density,

fkjk�1ðVkÞ ¼
Z

gkðVkjX ̊Þ ̊fkjk�1ðX ̊ÞdX ̊ (48)

Given a GLMB prior, explicit computation of the predicted
measurement density is computationally challenging because
it requires summation over all possible object-to-measure-
ment association hypotheses. Instead, the discovered object
PHD is readily obtained from the GLMB prior, from which
Dv;kjk�1 is approximated as

Dv;kjk�1ðz;SÞ �
Z

Dd;kjk�1ðxÞpD;kðx;SÞgkðzjxÞdx

þ kc;kðzÞ (49)

Because an analytic solution of the integral in (44) is not
available, a numerical quadrature rule is employed. In the

proposed approach, a measurement cell is further tessel-

lated into regions f
j

Vig
Rj

i¼1 �
j

Z based on the anticipated
information value of measurements within each region, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, given a representative

measurement zj;i for each region, the conditional informa-
tion gain expectation is approximated as

R̂d;j
v;kð

j

SÞ �
XRj

i¼1
Rd

kðfzj;ig;
j

SÞpjvðzj;iÞAj;i (50)

where Aj;i is the volume of region
j

Vi. By this approach, the
PHD-based KLD information gain function is evaluated
only Rj times. Further details regarding the computation of
the quadrature regions and representative measurement
points are provided in Appendix D, available in the online
supplemental material.

5.3 Expected Information Gain of Undiscovered
Objects

This subsection presents a new approach to efficiently
model the undiscovered object distribution, which may be
diffuse over a large region. Although Gaussian mixtures
(GMs) and particle representations can be used to model
undiscovered objects, they are highly inefficient at repre-
senting diffuse distributions. Thus, in this paper, the posi-
tion-marginal density of undiscovered objects is taken to be
piecewise homogeneous with PHD

Du;kjk�1ðsÞ ¼
XP
j¼1

1 j

Xs

ðsÞ

Að
j

XsÞ
� �j;kjk�1 (51)

where �j;kjk�1 is the expected number of undiscovered

objects in
j

Xs at time step k and Að
j

XsÞ is the volume of cell
j

Xs. For ease of exposition, the undiscovered object PHD is

modeled using the same cell decomposition employed in

the cell-MB approximation. Modeling undiscovered objects

as a Poisson point process is one of the core ideas of the

PMBM filter, where discovered objects are modeled as a

multi-Bernoulli mixture (MBM) RFS. While discovered

objects are modeled as a GLMB distribution in this work,

the cell-MB SWT framework is amenable to any discovered
object RFS prior, including Poisson, independently and

identically distributed cluster (i.i.d.c.), MB, MBM, labeled

multi-Bernoulli (LMB), and GLMB distributions.

Fig. 4. Example quadrature of the single-measurement conditional
expected information gain, where representative measurements zj;i are
denoted by red dots and quadrature regions are outlined in cyan.
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If fkjk�1ðWkÞ is cell-MB with parameters frjw; pjwg
P
j¼1, then

by Theorem 1,

E½Ru
k 
 ¼

XP
j¼1
Ru

kð;;
j

SkÞ 1� rjw
� 	

þ R̂u;j
w;kð

j

SkÞ � rjw (52)

where

R̂u;j
w;kð

j

SÞ ,
Z

j

Z
Ru

kðfzg;
j

SÞpjwðzÞdz (53)

rjwðSÞ ¼
Z

1 j

Z
ðzÞDw;kjk�1ðz;SÞdz (54)

�
�j;kjk�1

Að
j

XsÞ

Z
j

Xs

pDðs;SÞds (55)

pjwðz;SÞ ¼
1

rjw
1 j

Z
ðzÞDw;kjk�1ðz;SÞ (56)

Dw;kjk�1ðz;SÞ ¼
Z

Du;kjk�1ðxÞpD;kðx;SÞgkðzjxÞdx

þ kc;kðzÞ (57)

Under a piecewise homogeneous PHD, the undiscovered
object information gain simplifies drastically if the measure-
ment likelihood is independent of non-position states: i.e.,
gkð�jxÞ ¼ gkð�jsÞ. Following (35),

Ru
kðWk; SkÞ

¼
Z
Xs

Du;kjk�1ðsÞf1� LWk
ðs;SkÞ

þ LWk
ðs;SkÞlog ½LWk

ðs;SkÞ
gds (58)

Given that at most one measurement may exist per cell, two
cases need to be considered: the null measurement case and
the singleton measurement case. Letting Wk ¼ ;, and after
some algebraic manipulation, the undiscovered object infor-
mation gain for a null measurement can be written as

Ru
kð;;SkÞ ¼

XP
j¼1
Ru

kð;;
j

SkÞ (59)

Ru
kð;;

j

SkÞ ¼ �j;kjk�1 � dj � ð1� d;ð
j

SkÞÞ (60)

dj ,
1

Að
j

XsÞ

Z
j

Xs

pDðsÞ þ ð1� pDðsÞÞlog ½1� pDðsÞ
ds (61)

Furthermore, if the probability of detection is homogeneous
within cells such that

pDðsÞ ¼ pD;j 8 s 2
j

Xs (62)

then (61) simplifies to

dj ¼ pD;j þ ð1� pD;jÞlog ð1� pD;jÞ (63)

For the singleton measurement case, similar analytic sim-
plifications of the conditional information gain (53) are lim-
ited. However, within a cell, the uniform position density of
undiscovered objects is known a priori up to an unknown
factor �j;kjk�1. Thus, the undiscovered object information
gain can be pre-computed for efficiency and

R̂u;j
w;kð

j

SkÞ � �Ru;j
w ð�j;kjk�1Þ (64)

where the function �Ru;j
w ð�j;kjk�1Þ returns interpolated infor-

mation gain values over �j;kjk�1 2 ½0; 1
.
Remark: In the special case that pDðsÞ ¼ 1, the term

Ru
kð;;

j

SkÞ is equivalent to the search objective term pro-
posed in [15]. The cell-MB approach differs in that perfect
detection is not assumed, and that the information gained
from detecting an undiscovered object, captured in the term
R̂u;j

w;k, is also considered.

5.4 Field-of-View Optimization and Sensor Control

Prior to optimization of the FoV, the information gain asso-
ciated with each cell in the FoR is computed, as described in
Algorithm 1. The FoR cell information gains for discovered
and undiscovered objects are stored as arrays fRd

k½j
g
P
j¼1

and fRu
k ½j
g

P
j¼1, respectively. Then, the optimal FoV is found

as the one composed of the cells with the highest composite
information gain, without reevaluating the information
gain. With this, the sensor control that produces the desired
optimal FoV can be written as

u	k ¼ argmax
u2Uk

X
j2NP ;

j

Xs�SkðuÞ

Ru
k ½j
 þ Rd

k½j

� 	

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>; (65)

where
j

T k , T k \
j

Xs.

Algorithm 1. FoR Information Gain Pseudocode

Input: T k, ̊fkjk�1ðX ̊Þ,Du;kjk�1ðxÞ
ComputeDd;kjk�1ðxÞ from ̊fkjk�1ðX ̊Þ (47)
ComputeDv;kjk�1ðz; T kÞ (49)
for j ¼ 1; . . .; P for j such that

j

Xs 2 T k do
rjv  

R
1 j

Z
ðzÞDv;kjk�1ðz; T kÞdz

rjw  
R
1 j

Z
ðzÞDw;kjk�1ðz; T kÞdz

Compute R̂d;j
v;kð

j

T kÞ (50)

Compute R̂u;j
w;kð

j

T kÞ (64)

Rd
k½j
  Rd

kð;;
j

T kÞð1� rjvÞ þ R̂
d;j
v;kð

j

T kÞ � rjv
Ru

k ½j
  Ru
kð;;

j

T kÞð1� rjwÞ þ R̂
u;j
w;kð

j

T kÞ � rjw
end for
returnðRd

k½j
Þ
P
j¼1; ðRu

k ½j
Þ
P
j¼1

Remark: Explicit computation of the cell-MB single-object
densities pjv and pjw is not required. Instead, these densities
are implicitly computed when evaluating the conditional
information gain expectations R̂d;j

v;k and R̂
u;j
w;k.

5.5 Undiscovered Object Prediction and Update

The prediction and update of the undiscovered object PHD
are accomplished using the cell-discretized PHD filter. The
prediction step incorporates undiscovered object motion,
birth, and death. The undiscovered object distribution
parameters are predicted and updated as

�j;kjk�1 ¼ �B;j;k þ
XP
i¼1

pS;i;k � Pjji � �i;k�1 (66)

�j;k ¼ 1� pD;j � ð1� d;ð
j

SkÞÞ
� 

� �j;kjk�1 (67)
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where �B;j;k is the expected number of newborn objects in
cell j, pS;i;k is the probability that an undiscovered object in
cell i survives, and Pjji is the probability that an undiscov-
ered object moves to cell j given that it exists in cell i.

5.6 Discovered Object Tracking

Discovered object tracking is performed using the data-
driven GLMB filter. While a detailed description of the
data-driven GLMB filter is beyond the scope of this paper,
one important consideration is highlighted involving the
FoV-dependent nonlinear probability of detection. The
data-driven GLMB is implemented in GM form, such that
single-object densities are

pð�Þðx; ‘Þ ¼
XJð�Þð‘Þ
i¼1

w
ð�Þ
i ð‘ÞN ðx;mmmmmmm

ð�Þ
i ð‘Þ; PPPPPPP

ð�Þ
i ð‘ÞÞ (68)

It is through the FoV-dependent pD that the filter probabilis-
tically incorporates the knowledge of where objects were
not observed.

In the filter, products of the form pDðx;SÞpð�ÞðxÞ are
expanded about the GM component means in a zeroth-
order Taylor expansion. The accuracy of this approximation
is dependent on the GM resolution near the FoV bound-
aries. Thus, a recursive splitting algorithm [29] is employed
that identifies and splits Gaussian components that overlap
the FoV boundaries into several “smaller” Gaussians. The
resulting J 0ð�Þð‘Þ component mixture replaces the original
density, enabling the accurate approximation

pDðx;SÞpð�Þðx; ‘Þ

�
XJ 0ð�;‘Þ
i¼1

w
ð�;‘Þ
i pDðmmmmmmmð�;‘Þi ;SÞN ðx;mmmmmmmð�;‘Þi ; PPPPPPP

ð�;‘Þ
i Þ (69)

An example is provided in Fig. 5, wherein the prior density
is split prior to a Bayes update, allowing for the accurate
incorporation of negative information from a non-detection.

5.7 Numerical Implementation

This subsection summarizes the SWT algorithmic implemen-
tation. At each step k, a time-update (17), (66) of the previous
posterior densities ̊fðXk̊�1jZ0:k�1Þ andDu;k�1 yields predicted
prior densities for the time of the next decision. The FoR is
constructed from admissible control actions as shown in (6),

and the expected information gain for each cell within the
FoR is computed. The candidate FoV that contains the maxi-
mizing sum of cell information gains is found, and the corre-
sponding control (65) that yields that FoV is applied. The
sensor collects a new multi-object measurement which is
processed in the data-driven GLMB filter to update the
multi-object density, giving the posterior density in (18). The
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. SWT Sensor Control Pseudocode

Input: ̊f0ðX ̊Þ,Du;0ðxÞ
for k ¼ 1; . . . ;K do

̊fkjk�1ðX ̊Þ; Du;kjk�1ðxÞ  filter prediction ð ̊fk�1ðX ̊Þ;
Du;k�1ðxÞÞ (17), (66)
ðRd

k½j
Þ
P
j¼1; ðRu

k ½j
Þ
P
j¼1  FoR information gainðT k; ̊fkjk�1ðX ̊Þ;

Du;kjk�1ðxÞÞ (Algorithm 1)
u	k  maximize expected rewardððRd

k½j
Þ
P
j¼1; ðRu

k ½j
Þ
P
j¼1Þ(65)

Skðu	kÞ  apply sensor control
Zk  obtain measurement
̊fkjk�1ðX ̊Þ  split for FoV ð ̊fkjk�1ðX ̊Þ; SkÞ [29]
̊fkjkðX ̊Þ; Du;kjk  filter update ð ̊fkjk�1ðX ̊Þ;

Du;kjk�1ðxÞ; Zk; SkÞ(18), (67)
end for

6 APPLICATION TO REMOTE MULTI-VEHICLE SWT

The cell-MB SWT framework is demonstrated in two distinct
vehicle trackingproblemsusing real videodata. Thefirst exper-
iment, hereon referred to as the “Albuquerque” experiment, is
based on a video recorded by a fixed camera pointed at a
remote location where multiple mobile ground vehicles are
observed. The second “Sydney” experiment involves tracking
multiple mobile maritime surface vehicles using real satellite
video1 taken of Sydney, Australia from the Chinese low Earth-
orbiting satellite, Jilin-1. In both experiments, real-time FoV
controlled motion is simulated by windowing the data over a
small fraction of the available frame, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
These datasets present significant tracking challenges, includ-
ing jitter-induced noise and clutter, unknown measurement
origin, merged detections from closely-spaced vehicles, and,
most significantly, temporal sparsity of detections.

Fig. 5. Prior object density and FoV (a), and posterior object density after
recursive split and non-detection (b).

Fig. 6. Example video frame (a) from Albuquerque dataset, artificially
windowed to emulate smaller, movable FoV, which is enlarged in (b) to
show detail.

1. Video publicly available at https://mall.charmingglobe.com
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6.1 Vehicle Dynamics

Vehicle dynamics are modeled directly in the image frame.
While vehicle dynamics are more naturally expressed in the
terrestrial frame, the cameras’ precise location and orienta-
tion are unknown. Thus, the transformation between image
and terrestrial coordinates could not be readily established
for the Albuquerque experiment. The Sydney video is
georegistered such that world coordinate motion maps
directly to scaled image coordinate motion.

The object state is modeled as

xk ¼ ½sTk zzzzzzzTk 

T (70)

sk ¼ ½�k hk
T ; zzzzzzzk ¼ ½ _�k _hk Vk
T (71)

where �k and hk are the horizontal and vertical coordinates,
respectively, of the vehicle position with respect to the full-
frame origin, _�k and _hk are the corresponding rates, and Vk

is the vehicle turn rate.
Vehicle motion is modeled using the nearly coordinated

turn model with directional process noise [17], [30] as

xkþ1 ¼ fkðxkÞ þ GGGGGGGknnnnnnnkðskÞ (72)

where fk is defined in [31, Ch. 11] and

GGGGGGGk ¼
1
2 ðDtÞ

2I2�2 00000002�1

ðDtÞI2�2 00000002�1

00000001�2 Dt

2
64

3
75 (73)

where Dt ¼ 1 ½sec
 is the discrete time step interval, In�n
denotes the n� n identity matrix, and 0000000m�n denotes them�
n matrix whose elements are zero. The covariance of the
process noise is

E½nnnnnnnknnnnnnnTk 
 ¼ QkðsÞ ¼
DT ðsÞQdDðsÞ 00000002�1

00000001�2 s2
V; < ABQ;SYD>

" #
(74)

Qd ¼
s2
t; < ABQ;SYD> 0

0 s2
n;< ABQ;SYD>

" #
(75)

DðsÞ ¼
cosCðsÞ sinCðsÞ
� sinCðsÞ cosCðsÞ

� 
(76)

where sV;ABQ ¼ 180 ½arcmin/sec
 and sV;SYD ¼ 30 ½arcmin=sec

are the turn rate process noise standard deviations, st;ABQ ¼
5 ½pixel=sec2
 and sn;ABQ ¼ 0:01 ½pixel=sec2
 are the standard

deviation of process noise tangential and normal to the road,
respectively, andCðsÞ is the angle of the road segment nearest
s, measured from the horizontal axis to the tangent direction.
Information-driven sensor control efficacy fundamentally
depends on the accuracy of motion prediction and the rate of
uncertainty growth in the absence of observations. Evaluation
of multiple candidate motion models revealed that the nearly
coordinated turnmodel with directional process noise offered
bettermotion prediction andmore precise uncertainty growth
over the simpler constant velocity models. Road geometry is
not applicable to the Sydney experiment, and thus an isotropic
linear process noise is usedwith st;SYD ¼ sn;SYD ¼ 1 ½pixel=sec2
.
The true trajectories of all moving objects in the Albuquerque
experiment are shown in Fig. 7.

6.2 Sensor and Scene Model

Object detections are generated from raw frame data using
normalized difference change detection [32] and fast approx-
imate power iteration subspace tracking [33] for temporal
background estimation. The single-object measurement
function is linear-Gaussianwith corresponding likelihood

gkðzjxÞ ¼ N ðz; Hx; RÞ ; (77)

H ¼ I2�2 00000002�3½ 
 ; R ¼ s2
z; < ABQ;SYD> � I2�2 (78)

where s2
z;ABQ ¼ 9 ½pixel2
 and s2

z;SYD ¼ 100 ½pixel2
. The Albu-
querque experiment sensor FoV is a rectangular region
that is 240 pixels wide and 160 pixels tall. Rectangular
FoV geometry is also emulated in the Sydney experi-
ment, where the FoV dimensions are 1024 pixels wide
and 640 pixels tall. Moving objects within the FoV are
assumed to be detectable with probability pD;kðskÞ ¼ 0:9.
The mean false alarm rates are assumed to be five and
thirty false detections per scene frame in the Albuquer-
que and Sydney experiments, respectively.

The Albuquerque and Sydney scenes are tessellated by
16� 32 and 24� 32 grids, respectively, of uniformly sized
rectangular cells as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Within the Albu-
querque scene, an ROI is specified which contains the
scene’s two primary roads and is denoted by T due to its
equivalence to the FoR for this problem. Within the Albu-
querque ROI, cells containing road pixels comprise the set
B, which is used to establish an initial uniform distribution
of undiscovered objects. In the Sydney experiment, the ROI
is defined as the main water region, including the piers and
wharves. Thus, following the assumptions established in
Section 5.3, the initial undiscovered object position marginal

Fig. 7. True trajectories of moving objects with an example image frame
as background.

Fig. 8. Albuquerque field-of-regard, T , and primary road region B, with
an example image frame as background.
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PHD is characterized by (51) with

�j;0 ¼ �< ABQ;SYD>

j

X � B
0 otherwise

(
(79)

where �ABQ ¼ 0:137 and �SYD ¼ 0:0593 correspond to initial
estimates of ten and thirty undiscovered objects in the
scene, respectively.

6.3 Experiment Results

The Albuquerque and Sydney experiments consist of 60 and
64 time steps, respectively. To emulate a pan/tilt camera

from the wider available frame data, the FoV is assumed to
be able to be moved to any location within the scene in a sin-
gle time step. This is a reasonable assumption as these
adjustments would be less than a degree.

Some key frames of the Albuquerque and Sydney experi-
ments are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. In the early
time steps, the FoV motion is dominated by the undiscov-
ered object component of the information gain. As more
objects are discovered and tracked, the observed actions
demonstrate a balance of revisiting established tracks to
reduce state uncertainty and exploring new areas where
undiscovered objects may exist.

Fig. 9. Sydney field-of-regard, T , and water region B, with example
image frame as background.

Fig. 11. FoV position and tracker estimates in the form of single-object
density contours for objects with probabilities of existence greater than
0.5, shown at select time steps for the Sydney experiment.

Fig. 10. FoV position and tracker estimates in the form of single-object
density contours for objects with probabilities of existence greater than
0.5, shown at select time steps for the Albuquerque experiment.
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Because the overall objective of the SWT sensor control is to
reduce multi-object tracking uncertainty, SWT sensor control
performance is most naturally quantified by the resulting
multi-object tracking accuracy, as measured using the gener-
alized optimal sub-pattern assignment (GOSPA) metric [34].
For the metric parameters selected in this work, the GOSPA
metric is equal to the sum of localization errors for properly
tracked objects and penalties for missed and false tracks. The
GOSPAmetric and the number of false andmissed objects are
shown over time for the Albuquerque and Sydney experi-
ments in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The cell-MB SWT sen-
sor control effectively balances the competing objectives of
new object discovery and maintenance of established tracks,
as illustrated by the decline inmissed objects and consistently
low number of false tracks. An increase inGOSPA is observed
in the final time steps of the Albuquerque experiment, which
is caused by a sharp uptick in new object appearances.

The average GOSPA over the experiment is compared
with the PIMS-based information driven control and ran-
dom FoV motion in Table 1. The cell-MB sensor control
achieves significant improvement with respect to other
methods in the number of missed and false tracks, as well
as the overall GOSPA metric, which encompasses cardinal-
ity errors and localization errors. While the PIMS approach
exhibits degraded performance in these applications, it
should still be considered as a viable method when using
an information gain function that is not cell-additive.

The computational efficiencies of the cell-MB and PIMS
approaches are very similar and are on the order of seconds
per decision. The PIMS approximation is a single-sample
approximation, and thus requires fewer operations than the
cell-MB in general. However, when applied to the undiscov-
ered object information gain presented in this work, the cell-
MB approximation is, in fact, cheaper due to the properties
of the piecewise homogeneous Poisson point process, which
allow the undiscovered object information gain to be pre-
computed for each cell and interpolated at runtime.
Although not pursued in this work, further computational
improvements can be realized in both approaches through
further parallelization and software optimization.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel cell multi-Bernoulli (cell-MB)
approximation that enables the tractable higher-order
approximation of the expectation of set functions that are
additive over disjoint measurable subsets. The cell-MB
approximation is useful for approximating the expectation
of computationally-expensive set functions, such as infor-
mation-theoretic reward functions employed in sensor con-
trol applications. The approach is developed in the context
of information-driven sensor control in which the objective
is to discover and track an unknown time-varying number
of non-cooperative objects with minimal estimation error.
The problem is formulated as a partially-observed Markov
decision process with a new Kullback-Leibler divergence-
based information gain that incorporates both discovered
and undiscovered object information gain. In demonstra-
tions using real terrestrial and satellite sensor data, the
search-while-tracking sensor control is used to manipulate
the sensor fields-of-view to discover and trackmultiplemov-
ing ground vehicles and boats from an aerial vantage point.
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